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       Customer Service

We can guide and advise our clients in their quest for the 
ideal door according to their needs and specifications in every 
product with its respective documentation. We offer guidance 
to ensure correct installation and have an efficient customer 
service that will assist with any enquiry in a fast and effective 
way. 

       Optimal performance

Our products have been designed to reduce energy 
consumption, preserve stored goods in better conditions and 
optimize inflow and outflow, which is fundamental to achieve 
modern and efficient facilities. Additionally, our designs are 
easy to install and need limited maintenance over time. 

       Training

Our clients can opt for an in-house training to get 
acquainted with the installation process step by step, which 
will make further installations by them faster and easier. 
They can also visit our production sites to get a complete 
training. 

Founded in France in 1985, Portiso has established itself as one of the leading European manufacturers of industrial and isothermal 

doors.  With 5 production sites strategically located in France, Spain, Portugal and the United Kingdom, and a yearly production that 

surpasses the 30.000 units, Portiso is growing strongly on international markets as a versatile provider with a wide range of products to 

suit different applications. Portiso continuously invests in R&D and new technologies, product development and official certifications to 

comply with current regulations to contribute to energy saving policies and develop solutions that withstand intensive industrial usage. 

Portiso is part of the Purever Industries group, a leading industrial insulation conglomerate in the European market. 

APPLICABLE TO MANY INDUSTRIES & SECTORS

FULL 
RANGE OF
DOORS & 
SOLUTIONS

MEAT

AGRI-FOOD

CLEANROOMS 

DAIRY

FRUITS & VEGETABLES

SUPERMARKETS

 FISHING

 FOOD PROCESSING

 LOADING DOCKS

Portiso is specialized in the manufacture of industrial doors for Cold Rooms, Food 
Processing & Office Areas, Clean Rooms, Access (high speed doors) & Logistics 
(docking equipment), Fire Rated Walls and Partitions. Portiso solutions are present 
in a variety of sectors, highlighting the agri-food industry, meat & dairy industry and 
fishing sector, as well as food retail, hospitality businesses, pharmaceuticals and 
logistics.

WHY PORTISO?

       R & D and Technology 

Portiso designs and manufactures measure made technical 
solutions according to our clients’ needs and the market they 
operate in. Our I+D department works to optimize all our 
doors to ensure cleaner, technologically advanced products 
that favour energy saving. 

       Quality

Our production sites in Portugal, Spain, France and UK
operate with a quality management system that is regulated
and certified with the EN ISO 9001 standard. All our
products undergo strict quality control and tests to guarantee
compliance with the necessary standards.

       Certifications

All our automatic doors and additional products have been
manufactured in conformity with the health, safety and
environmental standards that regulate the European Econ
mic Area, obtaining the CE marking. Our cold room doors are
built with an isothermal rockwool panel PUR with a Bs2d0
reaction to fire classification, or PIR (on demand) with a Bs1d0
classification. The different components used in our doors
have been tested for resistance and durability.
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> PUR (Bs2d0) INSULATION

>  PIR FM (Bs1d0) IN OPTION

> ALUMINIUM FRAME WITH DOUBLE 

     THERMAL BREAK

> ALUMINIUM COUNTER FRAME FOR ANY PANEL
     THICKNESS                      

> HIGH QUALITY TRACKS & FITTINGS

SLIDING DOOR 

SLIDING DOOR

FIRE RATED DOOR

PVC STRIP CURTAINS

POSITIVE TEMPERATURE 

NEGATIVE TEMPERATURE

FREEZER BLAST

The doors are watertight, very robust, with elevated 

thermal insulation and especially suitable for intensive use 

and large volume areas with intense goods traffic.  

They stand out for its reliability, durability and their quick 

and easy installation.

COLD ROOMS
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Watertight door, very robust, with increased thermal insulation, 
especially suitable for large volume areas with intense goods traffic.

This door stands out for its reliability, durability and its quick and easy 
installation, thanks to our easily adjustable track.

Designed for intensive use and an ideal solution for the Agri-food sector, 
Fishing industry and Meat & Dairy Industry.

INDUSTRIAL SLIDING DOOR 

COLD ROOMS

CORE FRAME FITTINGS
PUR Insulation (Bs2d0) of 40 kg/m3. Optional: PIR 

Insulation FM (Bs1d0).

Extruded aluminium profile, lacquered in RAL 

9010 white. 

Fermod slide track 3530 in white lacquered steel, 

extra resistant to corrosion. 

Leaf framed in 3 mm extruded anodized 

aluminium.

External L shaped frame with double thermal 

break.

Maximum air tightness, rail that hides all 

additional components. 

Coating in 0,5 mm sheet steel.

Standard colour Pirineus White 1006.

Counter frames with expandable sides, adjustable 

to any panel thickness.

Superior rail made of adjustable industrial ramp. 

Perimeter gasket that guarantees air tightness. Mounting with invisible screws hidden by flashing. Articulated handle for interior and exterior 

opening. 

Floor gasket on a PVC profile with tilted shelf

and lip.

Tread in extruded aluminium profile. Interior handle with release function and 

fluorescent lighting.

Thermal break via PVC profile. Freezing: self - regulating resistance of 38 W/m at 

0º (rated voltage 230V) and airtight y connection 

box. 

Simple installation and regulation, easily 

exchangeable side aperture (symmetric design).

 

   

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

+ 40 mm

HEIGHT

WIDTH

+ 80 mm
Clear Opening
Between
Frames

COLD ROOMS

COMMERCIAL SLIDING DOOR

Door specially designed for small or medium size cold rooms, with 
intense traffic, whenever a quick passage of people and goods is needed. 

Very simple installation.
The door can be fixed to the floor (standard bottom track) or directly to 
panel (wall guiding system track).

Mostly used in shops, warehouses, supermarkets and hotels, due to its 
easy handling, lightness, versatility and high isolation features.

LEAF FRAME FITTINGS
PUR Insulation (Bs2d0) of 40 kg/m3. Extruded aluminium profile, lacquered in RAL 

9010 white. 
Fermod slide track 2150 in 15 microns anodised 
aluminium, extra resistant to corrosion. 

Leaf made with a precise sheet metal machining 
process.

External L shaped frame with double thermal 
break.

Tread with adjustment ramps and polyamide 
bearings.

Coating in 0,5 mm sheet steel.
Standard colour Pirineus White 1006.

Counter frames with expandable sides, adjustable 
to any panel thickness.

Partition rail, giving an aesthetic and hygienic 
finish.

Perimeter gasket that guarantees air tightness. Counter frames with expandable sides, adjustable 
to any panel thickness.

Superior rail made of adjustable industrial ramp. 

Double sweeper gasket at the bottom secured 
with PVC tensioner. 

Tread in extruded aluminium profile. Articulated handle for interior and exterior 
opening.

Thermal break via delimiting PVC profile. Freezing: self - regulating resistance of 38 W/m at 0º 
(rated voltage 230V) and airtight connection box. 

Interior handle with release function and 
fluorescent lighting.

 

   

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

+ 40 mm
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Clear Opening
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COLD ROOMS

AUTOMATIC SLIDING DOOR 

The ideal solution to speed up the inflow and outflow of stored 
oods in cold rooms, minimizing temperature loss and energy 
consumption.

In the event of an electric power cut in the facility, the door can be 
operated manually, guaranteeing a continuous workflow without setbacks.

With an easy installation and minimal upkeep, it can be used with any of 
our rails for sliding doors (commercial, industrial, non-corrosive and on 
large sizes). It also can automate manual doors that have already been 
installed. 

LEAF FRAME MOTORIZATION
PUR Insulation (Bs2d0) of 40 kg/m3. Optional: PIR 
Insulation FM (Bs1d0).

Extruded aluminium profile, lacquered in RAL 
9010 white. 

IP55 motor with 370 W. power.  Easy 
programming IP65 panel. 

Automation for industrial and commercial sliding 
doors, for positive and negative temperatures.  

External L shaped frame with double thermal 
break. 

Security standards according to CE marking, with 
safety photocells emission/reception, interior 
keypad with emergency stop and resistive (or 
passive) safety band.

Optional rail cover in PVC, hiding the rail, giving 
an aesthetic and hygienic finish.

Counter frames with expandable sides, adjustable 
to any panel thickness.

Operating voltage: 220-240V AC 400W Mono - 
50/60 Hz.

INDUSTRIAL HINGED DOOR

COLD ROOMS

Recommended for large cold rooms and a space-saving alternative for 
sliding doors.

Watertight and robust door that offers excellent performance, reliability 
and durability.

Especially used in cold room areas of any industrial sector with intense 
goods and people traffic.

LEAF FRAME FITTINGS
PUR Insulation (Bs2d0) of 40 kg/m3. Optional: PIR 
Insulation FM (Bs1d0).

Extruded aluminium profile, lacquered in RAL 
9010 white.

Vertical opening handle Fermod mod. G76 (for 
standard doors) and mod. 1216 (larger size doors).

Leaf framed in 3 mm extruded anodized 
aluminium.

External L shaped frame with double thermal 
break.

Three-point lock in zamac with grey epoxy paint 
finish.

Coating in 0,5 mm sheet steel.
Standard colour Pirineus White 1006.

Counter frames with expandable sides, adjustable 
to any panel thickness.

Interior lever handle makes opening from the 
inside easier.

Perimeter gasket that guarantees air tightness. Mounting with invisible screws hidden by 
flashings. Tread in extruded aluminium profile.

Hinges on raised polyamide with lifting ramp and 
stainless union pin in grey.

Thermal break via delimiting PVC profile. Freezing: self - regulating resistance of 38 W/m at 
0º (rated voltage 230V) and airtight y connection 
box.

Easy to install and regulate hinges.

 

   

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

+ 40 mm

HEIGHT

WIDTH

+ 80 mm
Clear Opening
Between
Frames
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Watertight, lightweight and easily handling door that allows to operate 
in a simple and efficient way.

Mainly used in warehouses, shops, hotels or supermarkets, where cold 
rooms tend to be small but require excellent accessibility for people and 
goods.

To ensure the protection of the goods stored inside, each doors comes 
with a lock.

LEAF FRAME FITTINGS
PUR Insulation (Bs2d0) de 40 kg/m3. Extruded aluminium profile, lacquered in RAL 

9010 white. 
Fermod handle model 521 in blue and grey 
composite with automatic one point lock. 

Leaf framed in 3 mm extruded anodized 
aluminium in matte silver. 

External L shaped frame with double thermal 
break.

Keys always included, to guarantee product 
safety.

Coating in 0,5 mm sheet steel. Standard colour 
Pirineus White 1006.

Counter frames with expandable sides, adjustable 
to any panel thickness.

Easy internal opening with punch action 
fluorescent safety release.

Perimeter and floor gasket that guarantees air 
tightness.

Mounting with invisible screws hidden
by flashing. Tread in extruded aluminium
profile.

Hinges on raised polyamide with lifting ramp and 
stainless union pin in grey.

Thermal break via delimiting PVC profile. Freezing: self - regulating resistance of 38 W/m at 
0º (rated voltage 230V) and airtight y connection 
box.

Easy to install and regulate hinges. 

COMMERCIAL HINGED DOOR

COLD ROOMS

 

   

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

+ 40 mm

HEIGHT

WIDTH

+ 80 mm
Clear Opening
Between
Frames

FIRE RATED DOOR

COLD ROOMS

LEAF FRAME FITTINGS
High performance rock wool and calcium silicate 
fibrate insulation. Leaf: 120 mm.

Made of stainless steel profiles welded on the 
edges.

Fermod handle model 921 in blue and grey 
composite with automatic one point lock.  Keys 
always included. 

Interior and exterior coating in 0,75 mm
sheet steel, lacquered with 25 microns epoxy 
paint.

Counter frames made of stainless-steel profiles 
welded on the edges that adapt to any panel 
thickness.

Easy internal opening with punch action 
fluorescent safety release.

Unframed leaf in standard RAL 9010 white colour, 
with P.E. film coating.

Tread in highly resistant stainless steel with 
recordable lid.

Adjustable 3-axis chrome hinges with helical 
ramps.

Silicon gasket with intumescent firewall across the 
perimeter.

Invisible screws with PVC plugs. Pistons that activate if a temperature of + 72º is
reached in the chamber, blocking the door to 
prevent the fire from spreading.

Cold room door for positive temperature, which allows to guarantee the 
conservation of food in optimal conditions and at the same time avoids 
the propagation of fire, whether it occurs inside the cold room (Ei2-90 
min.) or outside (Ei2- 30 min.). 

Certified for installation in rockwool panel, being thus one of the few 
doors in the market that have this certification, since most have only 
been certified to be fitted in wall.  

Stainless steel frame that makes it suitable for saline, aggressive and 
corrosive environments, and suitable for use in any sector of the food 
industry (dairy, meat, fish...). 

 

   

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

+ 15 mm

HEIGHT

WIDTH

+ 30 mm
Clear Opening
Between
Frames



NOTAS
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COLD ROOMSCOLD ROOMS

PVC STRIP CURTAINS   

Strip curtains provide additional insulation to cold room doors to avoid 
temperature changes in positive or negative cold rooms.

They separate two work spaces with similar temperatures or mark 
different areas in one industrial unit.

They avoid the infiltration of dust and insects into the working areas or 
cold rooms. 

MODELS STRIPS FITTINGS
Fixed or sliding strip curtain.
Wide range of options regarding size and 
configuration.

PVC 2 mm thickness and 200 mm width. Ask 
about other thicknesses, sizes and colours.

Orange coloured polyethylene rod and 
mountings.
Stainless steel screws.



FLIP-FLAP DOOR

SERVICE DOOR

WINDOWS

POLYETHYLENE PROTECTION

SEPARATE WORK AREAS  

CORRIDORS, LABORATORIES, 
OFFICES & TOILETS

FOOD PROCESSING AREAS

> PUR (Bs2d0) INSULATION 

> ALUMINIUM FRAME

> ALUMINIUM COUNTER FRAME FOR 

    ANY PANEL THICKNESS

> HIGH QUALITY TRACKS & FITTINGS

These doors are fitted in air-conditioned areas where 

only minimal insulation is needed to preserve the work 

environment’s temperature and hygiene. They are specially 

indicated to separate work rooms and corridors in food 

processing areas with a high traffic of people or vehicles 

and in offices, toilets or changing rooms located inside the 

factories or warehouses. 

Adaptable and versatile, with a wide range of finishes, 

colours, options and types of locks.

FOOD PROC ESSING 
& OFFIC E AREAS
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Especially for use in office areas, for toilets or changing rooms 
located inside the factories or warehouses.

Widely used in air-conditioned areas where only minimal insulation is 
needed to preserve the work environment’s temperature.

Adaptable and versatile door thanks to its wide range of finishes, 
colours and types of locks.

FOOD PROCESSING & OFFICE AREAS

HINGED SERVICE DOOR

LEAF FRAME FITTINGS
PUR Insulation (Bs2d0) of 40 kg/m3. Extruded aluminium profile lacquered in RAL 

9010 white. 
Interior and exterior curved handle in A-304 stainless 
steel.

40 mm leaf framed in extruded anodized 
aluminium in matte silver. 

Exterior L shaped frame that includes gaskets to 
guarantee vertical and superior air tightness.

Handle framed in square stainless-steel plate for 
extra resistance.

Made with a precise sheet metal machining 
process with an automatic punching machine.

Counter frames with expandable sides, adjustable 
to any panel thickness.

Lock with keys always included, unless specifically 
chosen otherwise.

Coating in 0,5 mm sheet steel. FRAME with interior closing with double space to 
hide mounting screws and flashings.

Clamp type hinges in A-304 stainless steel. 

 

   

+ 35 mm

+ 70 mm

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

HEIGHT

WIDTH

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

Lightweight and versatile, this door provides insulation and allows for 
fast operations in controlled environments where the temperatures are 
moderate, like cold rooms. 

They are used in several food industries, to preserve products or to 
separate different working areas. 

With a quick and easy installation, these doors have great resistance to 
corrosion and need little maintenance. 

FOOD PROCESSING & OFFICE AREAS

SLIDING SERVICE DOOR 

LEAF FRAME FITTINGS
PUR Insulation (Bs2d0) of 40 kg/m3. Extruded aluminium profile, lacquered in RAL 

9010 white.
Fermod slide track 2150 in 15 microns anodised 
aluminium, extra resistant to corrosion.

Made with a precise sheet metal machining 
process with an automatic punching machine.

Exterior L shaped frame that includes gaskets to 
guarantee vertical and superior air tightness.

Partition rail, giving an aesthetic and hygienic 
finish. 

Coating in 0,5 mm sheet steel.
Standard colour Pirineus White 1006.

Counter frames with expandable sides, adjustable 
to any panel thickness.

Fixed opening and closing handle that allows for 
soft and silent operation.

Durable and aesthetic finishes. Frame with interior closing with double space to 
hide mounting screws and flashings.

Superior rail made of adjustable industrial ramp.

 

   

+ 40 mm

+ 80 mm

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

HEIGHT

WIDTH

Clear Opening
Between
Frames
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Door used to separate work rooms and corridors in food processing 
areas with a high traffic of people or vehicles.

Equipped with vision panel, door protection and a fixing mechanism 
that allows the leaf to remain open at 90º in order to move goods 
more quickly and efficiently.

Specially designed for the food industry, as well as supermarkets, 
restaurants and hotels.

FLIP-FLAP DOOR LACQUERED 40 mm

FOOD PROCESSING & OFFICE AREAS

LEAF FRAME FITTINGS
40 mm leaf with PUR insulation (Bs2d0) of 40 kg/
m3, with grey gasket (on opposite side of hinge).

Extruded aluminium profile, lacquered in RAL 
9010 white.

Embedded composite hinges of grey colour, flush 
mounted on leaf.

Framed with anodized aluminium profiles, with 0,5 
mm sheet steel coating. Standard colour Pirineus 
White 1006.

Exterior L shaped frame with extra space for 
mounting screws and flashings.

Retention mechanism at 90°, that enables the 
door to be kept open.

Acrylic door viewer of 340 x 640 mm, mounted 
on EPDM profile in grey, with rounded edges.

Edge profiles of 60mm thickness, expandable on 
both sides to ensure centred hinges.

Wing-shaped protection in stainless steel AISI-
304.

300H x 3 mm polypropylene protection on each 
side of the leaf

Frame with interior closing with double space to 
hide mounting screws and flashings.

Stainless steel screws.

 

   

+ 35 mm

+ 70 mm

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

HEIGHT

WIDTH

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

FOOD PROCESSING & OFFICE AREAS

Door to separate work rooms, corridors and adjacent rooms,      
where special hygiene is required, and goods need to be moved 
quickly.

The finish ensures optimum insulation, dimensional stability and 
durability.

Especially used in supermarkets, restaurants and hotels.

FLIP-FLAP POLYPROPYLENE DOOR 40 mm

LEAF FRAME FITTINGS
40 mm leaf with PUR insulation (Bs2d0)                
of 40 kg/m3, with grey gasket (on opposite side of 
hinge).

Extruded aluminium profile, lacquered in RAL 
9010 white.

Embedded composite hinges.                      
Colour: grey. 

Framed with anodized aluminium profiles with 
3mm polypropylene coating (white).

Exterior L shaped frame with extra space for 
mounting screws and flashings.

Retention mechanism at 90°, that enables the 
door to be kept open.

Acrylic door viewer of 340 x 640 mm, mounted on 
EPDM profile in grey, with rounded edges.

Edge profiles of 60mm thickness, expandable    
on both sides to ensure centred hinges. 

Wing-shaped protection in stainless steel AISI-
304.

300H x 3 mm polypropylene protection on each 
side of the leaf.

Frame with interior closing with double space to 
hide mounting screws and flashings.

Stainless steel screws.

 

   

+ 35 mm

+ 70 mm

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

HEIGHT

WIDTH

Clear Opening
Between
Frames
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FOOD PROCESSING & OFFICE AREAS

Door to separate work rooms, corridors and adjacent rooms with the 
same temperature and where hygiene is essential.

Finish very resistant to shocks, each sheet always includes vision 
panel and a polyethylene protection on the base, so as not to 
damage the door when opened.

Especially used in supermarkets, restaurants, catering and hotels, 
where there is a high movement of people and goods.

FLIP-FLAP POLYE T YLENE DOOR 15 mm

LEAF FRAME FITTINGS
High density polyethylene sheet, 15 mm thickness, 
embedded in a 40 mm vertical reinforcement.

Extruded aluminium profile, lacquered in RAL 
9010 white.

Embedded composite hinges.                     
Colour: grey.

Leaf with adjustable longitudinal wiper gasket. Leaf 
standard colour: natural white. Gasket colour: grey. 

Exterior L shaped frame with extra space for 
mounting screws and flashings.

Retention mechanism at 90°, that enables the 
door to be kept open.

Acrylic door viewer of 340 x 640 mm, mounted on 
EPDM profile in grey, with rounded edges.

Edge profiles of 60mm thickness, expandable on 
both sides to ensure centred hinges.

Wing-shaped protection in stainless steel AISI-
304.

300H x 7 mm polypropylene protection on each 
side of the leaf.

Frame with interior closing with double space to 
hide mounting screws and flashings.

Stainless steel screws.

   

+ 35 mm

+ 70 mm

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

HEIGHT

WIDTH

Clear Opening
Between
Frames

FOOD PROCESSING & OFFICE AREAS

ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

FIXED SLIDING FRAME
Double glazed, laminated and tempered glass
44.1-12-44.1 (laminated and tempered glass 4-1-
4 mm / air chamber de 12 mm / (laminated and 
tempered glass 4-1-4 mm).

Double glazed tempered glass 5-12-5 (tempered 
glass 5 mm / air chamber 12 mm / (tempered 
glass 5 mm).

Extruded aluminium profile, lacquered in RAL 
9010 white, with thermal break.

Vertical crosspiece from widths of 1,400 mm. Counter frames with expandable sides, adjustable 
to any panel thickness.

FIXED WINDOWS GLASS

Double tempered glass 5-12-5 mm 
(Tempered glass 5mm + air space 12mm + tempered glass 5mm)

Fixed observation window to monitor work spaces and activity, very 
popular in supermarkets.

Sliding windows save space when they need to be opened, and are 
mostly used in office areas on industrial premises. 

OPTIONS



NOTAS
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FINISHES MOUNTING TYPES
High density polyethylene with UV treatment, and 
great absorbing capacity to shocks and noises.

Galvanized steel rod to be fixed on the floor. 
Stainless finish optional. 

Bollards to protect the doors, especially the frame. 

Aseptic, very resistant to acids, aggressive 
environments and detergents.

Invisible mounting system, with a red 
polyethylene cap. 

Guardrail to protect the  part of the leaf when the 
sliding door opens.

Yellow colour and red cap to give greater visibility, 
reducing the risk of impact.

Removable and reusable, they also have a low 
maintenance.

Railing to protect the leaf of the sliding, up to a 
height of 800 mm, when the door opens.

Specially indicated for the agro-food industry due to the properties 
of the material, which is more hygienic than galvanized, lacquered or 
stainless steel.

Ideal to protect the critical points inside the premise, work or storage 
area, to avoid impact or abrasion with structural or added elements 
(doors, cornerstones, hallways, etc.).

Advantage over other protections: its mounting system anchors them on 
the ground, making them more resistant to impacts, which they absorb 
without deforming.

FOOD PROCESSING & OFFICE AREAS

POLYETHYLENE PROTECTION



ALUMINIUM HIGH-SPEED             
DOORS 

STAINLESS STEEL HIGH-SPEED  
DOORS

FREEZER HIGH-SPEED                    
DOORS 

CHILL ROOM HIGH-SPEED            
DOORS

OPTIMIZE PRODUCTION
PROCESS

IMPROVE TRAFFIC FLOW  

SAVING ENERGY COSTS

> CE MARKING

> IP65 MOTOR, CONTROL BOX & 

    ELECTRONICS

> HYGIENIC GUIDES & FLEXIBLE      

    REINFORCED BARS

> SAFETY LIGHT BARRIER

Specially designed for the agri-food industry due to its 

anodized aluminium _nished and the use of anticorrosive, 

washable and hygienic components. 

Easy assembly and start-up thanks to its components 

already installed (safety cells, motor, canvas) and easily 

programmable control box. The doors require only low 

maintenance and are available with multiple options and 

layouts. 

ACC ESS - HIGH SPEED DOOR S
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Specially designed for the agri-food industry, due to its anodized 
aluminium finish and the use of anticorrosive, washable and hygienic 
components.

Maximum safety guaranteed by the safety light curtains, integrated in 
the guides, which protect the entire passage surface. Additionally, in 
case of impact, the canvas can be easily repositioned thanks to the use 
of flexible and deformable reinforcements.

Easy assembly and start-up, thanks to its self-supporting structure, 
already installed components (safety cells, motor, canvas) and easily 
programmable control box. It also stands out for its low maintenance.

ACCESS – HIGH SPEED DOORS

ALUMINIUM HIGH-SPEED DOOR

STRUCTURE CANVAS MOTOR - SAFETY
Guides and lintel made of anodized extruded 
aluminium. Self-supporting structure.

Canvas of 950 gr/m2 and 1 mm thickness, made 
from extra resistant interlined nylon that prolongs 
the durability of the canvas.

IP65 Motor, handle can be blocked manually in 
the event of a power cut.

Movable parts to fix the lintel ensuring a perfect 
assembly.

Treatment against flame propagation FR, self-
extinguishing and U.V. treatment against solar 
degradation.

IP65 control panel, easy to program, adjustment 
to limit switch from the control panel.

Aluminium winding shaft, with anti-corrosive 
bearings.

1 row of clear vision panels is included by default. 
(Different layouts are optional).

Standard power supply: 3x400Vac-50/60Hz.
Optional: 1x230Vac-50/60Hz or 3x230Vac-50/60Hz.

Guides equipped with hygienic polyethylene slip 
pieces.

Cross - sectional flexible reinforcements that 
absorb impact without bending. No need to 
substitute them, the door will continue working.

CE marking, equipped with:
• Integrated IP67 safety light curtain.
• P67 interior opening bottom box with 

emergency stop

Screws and fittings in stainless steel. Black plinth, totally flexible that allows perfect 

adjustment to the floor.

Opening and closing speed aprox. 0,90 m/s.

Because of its stainless-steel structure (304L or 316L) and the use of 
anticorrosive and washable components, this door is specially indicated for 
industries that require aggressive cleaning, saline environments or the fishing, 
meat or dairy industry, where hygiene is essential.

Maximum safety guaranteed by the safety light curtains, integrated in the 
guides, which protect the entire passage surface. Additionally, in case of 
impact, the canvas can be easily repositioned thanks to the use of flexible and 
deformable reinforcements

Easy assembly and start-up, thanks to its self-supporting structure, already 
installed components (safety cells, motor, canvas) and easily programmable 
control box. It also stands out for its low maintenance.

ACCESS – HIGH SPEED DOORS

STAINLESS STEEL HIGH-SPEED DOOR

STRUCTURE CANVAS MOTOR - SAFETY
Guides and lintel made of stainless steel (AISI 304 
or 316). Self-supporting structure.

Canvas of 950 gr/m2 and 1 mm thickness, made 
from extra resistant interlined nylon that prolongs 
the durability of the canvas.

IP65 Motor, handle can be blocked manually in 
the event of a power cut.

Movable parts to fix the lintel ensuring a perfect 
assembly.

Treatment against flame propagation FR, self-
extinguishing and U.V. treatment against solar 
degradation.

IP65 control panel, easy to program, adjustment 
to limit switch from the control panel.

Aluminium winding shaft, with anti-corrosive 
bearings.

1 row of clear vision panels is included by default. 
(Different layouts are optional).

Standard power supply: 3x400Vac-50/60Hz.
Optional: 1x230Vac-50/60 Hz or 3x230Vac-50/60 Hz.

Guides equipped with hygienic polyethylene slip 
pieces.

Cross - sectional flexible reinforcements that 
absorb impact without bending. No need to 
substitute them, the door will continue working.

CE marking, equipped with:
• Integrated IP67safety light curtain. 
• P67 interior opening bottom box with emergency 
stop.  

Screws and fittings in stainless steel. Black plinth, totally flexible that allows perfect 

adjustment to the floor. 

Opening and closing speed aprox. 0,90 m/s.
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Designed for the agri-food industry, due to its anticorrosive finishes 
and components, it is suitable for freezing chambers (temperature up to 
-20ºC), with a maximum thermal difference of 25ºC (indoor / outdoor) 
and a relative humidity of less than 30%.

Placed in combination with a freezer sliding door, it allows to leave 
it open and work only with the high-speed door, achieving greater 
energy efficiency, by minimizing the opening time of the cold rooms and 
preventing the formation of ice in the area of passage.

It allows to optimize the entrance and exit of vehicles and people 
from the cold rooms, by opening and closing much faster than the 
automatic sliding door, optimizing the traffic of goods, ensuring a better 
conservation of food and reducing maintenance costs.

ACCESS – HIGH SPEED DOORS

FREEZER HIGH-SPEED DOOR

STRUCTURE CANVAS MOTOR - SAFETY
Anodized extruded aluminium guides and 
stainless-steel lintel. Self-supporting structure.

Isothermal fireproof canvas of 2.600 gr/m2, made 
from extra resistant interlined nylon that prolongs 
the durability of the canvas.

IP65 Motor, handle can be blocked manually in 
the event of a power cut.

Lintel with reinforced canvas closing and a fixing 
system made of movable parts to ensure a perfect 
assembly.

Flame retardant treatment (FR), self-extinguishing 
and UV treatment to protect it from solar 
degradation.

IP65 control panel, easy to program, adjustment 
to limit switch from the control panel.

Aluminium winding shaft, with anti-corrosive 
bearings.

Blue colour, without vision panels to avoid 
condensation and ice formation on joints.

Standard power supply: 1x230Vac-50/60 Hz

Heating guides (with heater) equipped with 
hygienic slip pieces and reinforced canvas closing. 

Cross - sectional flexible reinforcements that 
absorb impact without bending. No need to 
substitute them, the door will continue working. 

CE marking, equipped with:
• Integrated IP67 safety photocells (emitting / 

receiving).
• Anti-crushing sensor.
• IP67 interior opening bottom box with 

emergency stop.

Screws and fittings in stainless steel. Black plinth, totally flexible that allows perfect 

adjustment to the floor. 

Opening and closing speed aprox. 0,90 m/s.

Specially designed for the agri-food industry, due to its anodized 
aluminium finished and the use of anticorrosive, washable and hygienic 
components. Its installation in chill rooms (temperature up to 3 ºC) 
contributes to greater energy efficiency, by minimizing the opening time 
of the cold room (larger energy savings when it is fitted behind a sliding 
door).

This high-speed door facilitates the entrance and exit of vehicles and 
people from the cold rooms, by opening and closing much faster than the 
automatic sliding door, optimizing the traffic of goods, ensuring a better 
conservation of food and reducing maintenance costs.

Door with great insulation, very useful in the access area to cold rooms, 
where there are no tempered anterooms, since it considerably reduces 
the condensation on the canvas, avoiding water on the canvas and on the 
floor.

ACCESS – HIGH SPEED DOORS

CHILL ROOM HIGH-SPEED DOOR

STRUCTURE CANVAS MOTOR - SAFETY
Guides of anodized aluminium and stainless-
steel lintel (except for doors ≤2200H in anodized 
aluminium door). Self-supporting structure.

Isothermal fireproof canvas of 1.300 gr/m2, made 
from extra resistant interlined nylon that prolongs 
the durability of the canvas.

IP65 Motor, with cover. Handle can be blocked 
manually in the event of a power cut.

Lintel with canvas increased closure and a fixing 
system made of movable parts to ensure a perfect 
assembly.

Flame retardant treatment, self-extinguishing and 
UV treatment to protect it from solar degradation.

IP65 control panel, easy to program, adjustment 
to limit switch from the control panel.

Aluminium winding shaft, with anti-corrosive 
bearings.

Blue colour, without vision panels to avoid 
condensation and ice formation on joints.

Standard power supply: 1x230Vac-50/60 Hz 

Guides equipped with hygienic slip pieces and 
reinforced canvas closing

Cross - sectional flexible reinforcements that 
absorb impact without bending. No need to 
substitute them, the door will continue working.

CE marking, door equipped with:  
• Integrated IP67 safety light curtain.
• IP67 interior opening bottom box with 

emergency stop.

Screws and fittings in stainless steel. Black plinth, totally flexible that allows perfect 
adjustment to the floor.

Opening and closing speed aprox. 0,90 m/s.



SECTIONAL DOORS

DOCK SHELTERS 

DOCK LEVELLERS 

BUMPERS 

TRUCK GUIDES

OPTIMIZE LOADING & UNLOADING  
OPERATIONS   

INSULATION OF LOADING
BAYS  

SAVING ENERGY COSTS

> CE CERTIFICATION

> HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS

    & COMPONENTS

> INSULATED & HYGIENIC SOLUTIONS

> AUTOMATION ON THE 

    LOADING DOCK (optional)

Our equipment insulates the dock from outside 

temperatures, avoids the entrance of insects

or birds and guarantees time saving during loading and 

unloading operations. 

They provide resistance, attractive design, easy assembly and 

low maintenance thanks to the quality of their materials and 

electronic components. 

LOGISTICS – LOADING DOCKS
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Ideal solution to ensure the perfect closure of pavilions, warehouses 
or logistics centers, since it is intended to facilitate the loading and 
unloading of trucks, while helping to conserve the goods inside thanks 
to its thermal and acoustic insulation.

They stand out for the aesthetic and robust finish, fast assembly and 
ease to operate. 

LOGISTICS – LOADING DOCKS

SECTIONAL DOOR

STRUCTURE PANEL SAFETY
Guides in 2 mm thick galvanized steel, which 
securely fastens the rail on which the door slides 
on the pre-frame. Optional stainless fittings.

Sandwich panel with 40mm double steel sheets, 
interior reinforcement, finger system and with a 
height of 610mm. 

Lower and side rubber gaskets.

Manufactured according to the CE certification, 
all doors comply with the EN13241:
• Safety system against spring breakage.
• Safety against finger crushing.
• Parachute system gets triggered in case of 

breakage of the steel cable that keeps the 
door suspended.

Operating springs that are attached to the 
winding drums by an axis, collecting the steel 
cable that is attached to the set of
panels and keeps it suspended.

Lintel types available: normal, over elevated or 
vertical.

OPTIONAL: panel of 80 mm thickness.
• Same features, but 80 mm thickness panel, 

which provides greater insulation.
• Use in refrigerated loading docks, which 

require an enclosure with greater insulation 
from outside temperatures.

Automatic doors (optional):
• Single-phase or three-phase motor
• IP65 control box very easy to program. 
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Installation in refrigerated or dry warehouses, where the priority 
is to ensure a perfect insulation of the loading dock from outside 
temperatures, to improve the quality of the cold chain and reduce 
energy consumption.

The best solution to ensure maximum hygiene in the warehouse, 
avoiding the entry of dirt, insects or birds during the loading and 
unloading operations.

Easy installation and low maintenance, thanks to the use of an 
exclusive inflatable fabric (not PVC) that offers maximum resistance to 
abrasion and punching.

Easy and inexpensive solution to provide the loading point with 
minimum insulation from external temperatures, dirt and bugs. 

Made of a steady anodized aluminium structure and a posterior part in 
galvanized steel, assembled with galvanized profiles that retract when 
they get in contact with the truck, to avoid damaging the canvas or 
truck box.

Continuous black PVC canvas to avoid lateral or superior air loss and 
drain rain water. 

The superior part of the canvas is more rigid, whereas the laterals are 
more flexible to avoid tearing. Laterals are marked with white warning 
bands to provide increased visibility and guidance to the truck driver. 

RETRACTABLE DOCK SHELTER - ABRET 

STRUCTURE FABRIC VARIATIONS
Easy to install, self - supporting structure. 
Standard finishes in galvanized hot rolled steel.

Inflatable fabric
• 1100 DTEX base treated to increase strength 

and flexibility.
• Additional internal waterproof coating. 
• Lateral and upper fabrics equipped with 

external tensioners.

Inflatable ISOTHERMAL dock shelter
Extra insulation of the loading dock, thanks to a 
5 mm thick PVC fabric with insulating foam that 
reduces thermal transmission. 

All the components and mechanical drives are pre 
-mounted on the structure to reduce the assembly 
time.

INTEGRAL inflatable dock shelter 
The sides of the dock shelter are extended until 
they close over the wheels of the truck, as well as 
the lower part of the truck, to avoid temperature 
loss or waste entry. 

Epoxy paint lacquered fan to withstand corrosion. 
Equipped with a dial.

Frontal and perimeter fabrics 
• PVC 640g/m2, reinforced with UV treatment, 

M2 fire resistant.
• Lateral yellow beacons on black background 

for mayor visibility. 
• In - between reinforcements to endure air 

currents. 

ADAPTABLE inflatable dock shelter 
Incorporates an automatic system that enables the 
upper part of the inflatable fabric to adapt to the 
different truck heights.

Standard voltage 1x230VAc/50Hz for low 
consumption.  Optimized for prolonged operating 
periods. 

BUMPERS
Made of UPN hot rolled steel, lacquered in black 
epoxy paint. Essential to protect the dock shelter 
from impacts, it also makes assembly easier. 

LOGISTICS – LOADING DOCKSLOGISTICS – LOADING DOCKS

INFLATABLE DOCK SHELTER
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Dock levellers are designed to facilitate and optimize the loading and 
unloading operations of the trucks, mainly in warehouses with intense 
goods traffic.

Used to span the distance and the height between the box of the truck 
and the entrance to the warehouse, allowing the pallet trucks to access 
the interior of the truck, reducing the loading and unloading time.

Dock levellers are very important to insulate the loading bay, from 
outside temperatures or dirt, so they are usually fitted with sectional 
doors and dock shelters.

STRUCTURE MOTOR - SAFETY BUMPERS
Standard finish: black lacquered steel RAL5005, 
resistant to extreme temperatures. With anti-
corrosion treatment.

AUTOMATION

• Hydraulic unit with 1.1 kW motor (1,5 CV).

• IP55 Control panel with emergency stop.

• Power supply: 3x380v-50Hz with levelling 
system.

Bumpers are placed in the loading bays to cushion 
any impact from the trucks during loading and 
unloading.

Upper non-skid lapping plate and extendable 
platform of 400 mm made of lapping plate.

They provide greater efficiency in the process by 
maintaining the necessary distance between the 
dock leveller and the truck, avoiding
damage to the facade and platform.

Hydraulic unit made of 1 1 lifting cylinder and one 
cylinder for the folding lip.

SECURITY

In compliance with the EU standard:

• Lifting cylinder with parachute valve to 
prevent a sudden fall of the dock leveller.

• Emergency stop.

•  Security bar to prevent closing during 
maintenance operations.

Tough and resistant, the bumpers are designed and 
made from several elastic materials that absorb 
impact and minimize damage.

6-ton capacity for dynamic loads, and 9-ton 
capacity for static loads.

Easily fixed, using metal bolts, welding or a 
combination of both.

Application in facilities and warehouses where a greater control of 
temperature and levels of cleaning and hygiene is required.

Its main advantage is that it allows to open the doors of the truck 
inside the warehouse, which minimizes the entry of waste and cold, 
avoiding breaking the cold chain.

Optimum solution in modern and automated loading docks, where it 
is combined with other loading equipment (sectional door, inflatable 
dock shelters…), allowing to optimize the loading processes, 
minimizing the risk of accidents.

Manufactured in accordance with the CE marking, it is ready for all 
safety mechanisms, such as side skirts, emergency stop and cylinder 
with parachute.

Capacidad: 9 Tn carga estática- 6 Tn carga dinámica.

VERTICAL STORING DOCK  LEVELLER - MVERT 

LOGISTICS – LOADING DOCKSLOGISTICS – LOADING DOCKS

HYDRAULIC DOCK LEVELLER
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